
I D E A B O O K S Art

Edition Digital Culture 

Christoph Merian Basel 2019
ISBN 9783856168995
$ 79.05* -- Idea Code 19482 

author: Dominik Landwehr Ed.               

The digital transition is transforming our society at lightning speed, as new cultural, economic, and
political issues are constantly being formulated and discovered. A survey of the artistic potential of
digital media, the ‘Edition Digital Culture’ series examines this transition from the perspective of the
cultural field, allowing artists and internationally recognised authors to address how such things as
artificial intelligence and virtual reality are destined to shape cultural activity in the near future.
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I D E A B O O K S Art

Laith Mcgregor - Archipelago 

Perimeter Editions Melbourne 2019
ISBN 9780987637116
$ 48.35* -- Idea Code 19572 

author: Hamish Sawyer                      

Laith McGregor’s latest publication forges a somewhat unlikely dialogue between the artist’s often
divergent processes and aesthetic outcomes. Drawing on two very different but interlinked bodies of
work – McGregor’s long-running Island Drawings and more recent Island Collages – the book
juxtaposes the Australian artist’s meticulously rendered, monochromatic drawings with his
spontaneous, colour-rich and playfully formal collages. 'Archipelago' skirts a line between artist book
and monograph, wrangling McGregor’s works in a loose, intuitive fashion, all the while affording
them the critical attention they demand.
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I D E A B O O K S Art

Noel Mckenna - End Street 

Perimeter Editions Melbourne 2019
ISBN 9780648680116
$ 39.55* -- Idea Code 19571 

Noel McKenna’s ‘End Street’ is published on the occasion of an eponymous exhibition at Niagara
Galleries in Melbourne. The artist works in a variety of media, including oil, enamel and watercolour,
lithography and etching, ceramic and metal. He is known for offbeat depictions of everyday scenes,
often including displaced objects, people, and animals. The book features paintings, prints,
drawings, ceramics, and wooden tables inset with ceramic tiles – all of which explore the domestic
space we inhabit. Especially dogs and cats feature prominently in many of McKenna’s works, and
act as poignant symbols of companionship and the bond between humans and animals.
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I D E A B O O K S Art

Nico Krijno - How To Leave Your Body Behind 

B. Frank Books Zurich 2019
ISBN 9783906217130
$ 53.55* -- Idea Code 19431 

author: Nico Krijno                        

South African artist Nico Krijno’s photography exists at the intersection of performance, painting,
montage, and sculpture. His photographs are full of visual codes, riddles, patterns, and colour.
Krijno builds sculptures using discarded materials and rearranges them over and over,
photographing them during this process. The images are then are reprocessed and altered again
into new forms through both collage and Photoshop, creating new narratives and meaning. Such
explorations are representative of his experimentation with the perceived truths of objects, the
medium of photography, and its broader history. Playful, carefully structured, and completely non-
linear.
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I D E A B O O K S Art

The Place Of Birth: Graduation Index A-z 

Sandberg Instituut Amsterdam 2019
ISBN 9789082767025
$ 30.50* -- Idea Code 19474 

From Adelaide to Zürich, The Place of Birth compiles the draft and final works of the 2019 Sandberg
Instituut graduates from Master programmes Critical Studies, Design, Dirty Art Department, Fine
Arts, Studio For Immediate Spaces, Radical Cut-Up, Shadow Channel and Master Design of
Experiences. The Place of Birth includes editorials by Adrian Madlener (BE/USA),Yuri Veerman
(NL), Herman Hjorth Berge (NO), Thomas van Huut (NL), Sumaya Kassim (UK), Jules van den
Langenberg (NL), Mark Minkjan (NL), Laurens Otto (BE) and Tamar Shafrir (IL/USA).The Place of
Birth is part of an ongoing series of publications by PS (Public Sandberg) developed in collaboration
with graphic designers Our Polite Society. Previous editions are The Name of the Author (2018) and
The Title of the Work (2017).
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I D E A B O O K S Art

Archivio 4: Hidden Memories - The Unreal Issue 

Archivio Magazine Turin 2019
ISBN 25331043
$ 18.75* -- Idea Code 19561 

What we know about reality could dissolve at any moment, and it’s because of this that archives
exist. But archives themselves entail manipulating reality. When archivists choose what to preserve
and what to discard, they redefine and condition our future memory. Contributors to this issue deal
with the language of power, the alteration of the body on stage, the cinematic illusion of another
reality, and how the gaze changes perception in psychology and art. Included are iconic shots of
post-war stars and stripes suburbia by Bill Owens, Enrico Deaglio’s story of racial persecution and
anti-Semitism in Milan, and Ricordi’s 19th-century battle against piracy in the pre-digital era.
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I D E A B O O K S Art

Marc Nagtzaam - Borrowed Space 

Roma Publications Amsterdam 2019
ISBN 
$ 17.45* -- Idea Code 19563 

Textless newspaper with drawn compositions, borrowed from existing book covers, posters, and
paintings.
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I D E A B O O K S Art

Luca Boscardin - Standing In Line 

Corraini Edizioni Mantova 2019
ISBN 9788875707583
$ 16.75* -- Idea Code 19461 

Toy designer and illustrator Luca Boscardin is passionate about spaceships, fantastic creatures,
imaginary characters, and super-fast machines, but in this book he takes a step back to give a fresh
view on a mundane activity to which everyone can relate: standing in line. He playfully depicts the
many moments in life when we find ourselves queueing for different reasons. Whether we are
standing among those who are impatient, those who are late, those who try to cut in, or those who
try to make conversation, we can all easily recognise ourselves in this series of ironic drawings of
shared moments, because, whether we like it or not, sooner or later, it will be our turn to stand in
line.
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I D E A B O O K S Art

Stephen Sutcliffe Much Obliged 

Book Works London 2019
ISBN 9781906012816
$ 22.55* -- Idea Code 19532 

author: Stephen Sutcliffe                  

‘This book is called Much Obliged for two reasons. The first is that it is what Stephen’s dad says
when he has been served in shops. The second is because Stephen has noticed that he only does
things to stop himself letting people down.’ Joe Brainard’s I Remember is the inspiration for
Stephen Sutcliffe’s similarly constructed assemblage of loosely connected reminiscences, each
containing a reference to ‘Stephen’. John Ashberry described Brainard’s writing as ‘humane
smut’, and, drawing on the comedy of childhood, experience of work, and school friends, as well as
family snapshots and Stephen’s own collages, Much Obliged finds a similar tone, firmly rooted
class, challenge to authority, self-doubt and self-deprecation.
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I D E A B O O K S Art

Janet Cardiff And George Bures Miller - Night Walk For Edinburgh 

Fruitmarket Gallery Edinburgh 2019
ISBN 9781908612571
$ 31.40* -- Idea Code 19508 

Janet Cardiff and George Bures Miller are acclaimed throughout the world for their compelling,
beguiling, almost magical video walks, which draw you into a world they create alongside your own.
This book was put together during the making of Night Walk for Edinburgh, 2019. Layering together
production photographs, video stills, scripts and shooting instructions, and with a new text looking at
Night Walk for Edinburgh in the context of the artists' other recent walks, it offers a glimpse into
Cardiff and Miller's unique process.
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I D E A B O O K S Art

Damien Hirst - Mandalas 

White Cube London 2019
ISBN 9781910844380
$ 81.30* -- Idea Code 19543 

Returning to one of his most well-known motifs - the butterfly - Hirst's new paintings take their
inspiration from the mandala: highly patterned religious images that represent the cosmos or
universe in Hindu, Buddhist, Jain or Shinto traditions. Predominantly circular, they feature exquisitely
colourful butterfly wings placed into intricate concentric patterns on household gloss paint. Complex
and restless, their compositions resolve at the centre with a single butterfly, a point of visual and
mental focus; a spiritual or energy nexus.
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I D E A B O O K S Art

Teppei Takeda - Paintings Of Painting 

United Vagabonds Tokyo 2019
ISBN 9784908600050
$ 73.20* -- Idea Code 19485 

Teppei Takeda’s abstract approach to painting has attracted a great deal of attention, but until
recently the artist had remained unknown. Takeda first worked at Makoto Saito Design Office, but in
2005 set up his own atelier in Yamagata to focus on painting. This book features ‘Paintings of
Painting’, the abstract series of portraits he has produced in the more than ten years since then.
Working with bright colours and thick smears of paint, Takeda renders his subjects’ faces
unrecognisable, yet still immediately human. The book is designed by renowned creative director
Fabien Baron, and its cover features a special design that is wrapped in a full-size poster of one of
the paintings.
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I D E A B O O K S Art

Sebastian Utzni: M-maybe 

Edition Taube Zurich 2019
ISBN 9783945900444
$ 12.10* -- Idea Code 19497 

author: Sebastian Utzni                    

No super hero was able to prevent the attacks on the World Trade Center in 2001. Sebastian Utzni
collected comics that were published between 1973 and 2001 and that show shockingly similarity to
the images of the 9/11 attacks.
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I D E A B O O K S Art

Claudia Comte - The Curves, The Corners, And The Machines 

Printemps De Septembre Paris 2019
ISBN 9782956551416
$ 16.05* -- Idea Code 19501 

The accompanying publication to Swiss artist Claudia Comte’s project at the Bazacle cultural centre
in Toulouse, this book examines her work against the background of a genealogy of exhibitions of
objects, beginning with curator Philip Johnson’s seminal ‘Machine Art’ (1934) at the Museum of
Modern Art. The graphic framework of Comte’s sculptures tends to relate to a form of photogenic
obviousness, within which multiple references to the history of art and popular culture exist. Her
exhibiting strategies rely on a culture of display once reserved for trade fairs and industry shows, but
since the advent of modernism has developed into a particular sort of museological practice.
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I D E A B O O K S Performing Arts

Mcfadden's Cold War 

Rough Trade Books London 2019
ISBN 9781912722365
$ 11.95* -- Idea Code 19512 

author: Cold War Steve                     

‘McFadden’s Cold War’ is a collection of some of the earliest forays into the image production that
has come to be one of the defining artistic moments of post-referendum, post-Trump, post-truth
Britain: the online phenomenon known as Cold War Steve. At first a collage of Cold War scenes
featuring the startling presence of actor Steve McFadden, the set pieces have since grown to take in
the plight of the United Kingdom, the farce of the political classes, and a cast of characters as broad
and diverse (and daft) as the country itself. Yet it is especially the early pieces reproduced in this
book which comprise the essence of the artist’s aesthetic vision, original humour, and surrealism.
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I D E A B O O K S Performing Arts

Cooking With Scorsese Vol. 1 

Hato Press London 2019
ISBN 9781910239087
$ 18.00* -- Idea Code 19525 

Cookbooks come in all shapes and sizes, but none have embraced a movie theme quite like this
series. Across three volumes, ‘Cooking with Scorsese and Others’ offers an homage to food in film
by showing memorable scenes in sequences of screenshots. From films where food is the central
theme, such as ‘Julie & Julia’ (2009), ‘Tortilla Soup’, ‘Babette’s Feast’ (1987), and ‘Tampopo’
(1985), to ones in which it plays a supporting role, like ‘The Scent of Green Papaya’ (1993), ‘Eat
Drink Man Woman’ (1994), and ‘Goodfellas’ (1990), dozens of classic, cult, and perhaps
underappreciated or forgotten films can be experienced again in this gastronomic celebration of
cinema.
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I D E A B O O K S Performing Arts

Cooking With Scorsese Vol. 2 

Hato Press London 2019
ISBN 9781910239261
$ 18.00* -- Idea Code 19526 

Cookbooks come in all shapes and sizes, but none have embraced a movie theme quite like this
series. Across three volumes, ‘Cooking with Scorsese and Others’ offers an homage to food in film
by showing memorable scenes in sequences of screenshots. From films where food is the central
theme, such as ‘Julie & Julia’ (2009), ‘Tortilla Soup’, ‘Babette’s Feast’ (1987), and ‘Tampopo’
(1985), to ones in which it plays a supporting role, like ‘The Scent of Green Papaya’ (1993), ‘Eat
Drink Man Woman’ (1994), and ‘Goodfellas’ (1990), dozens of classic, cult, and perhaps
underappreciated or forgotten films can be experienced again in this gastronomic celebration of
cinema.
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I D E A B O O K S Performing Arts

Cooking With Scorsese Vol. 3 

Hato Press London 2019
ISBN 9781910239360
$ 22.50* -- Idea Code 19527 

Cookbooks come in all shapes and sizes, but none have embraced a movie theme quite like this
series. Across three volumes, ‘Cooking with Scorsese and Others’ offers an homage to food in film
by showing memorable scenes in sequences of screenshots. From films where food is the central
theme, such as ‘Julie & Julia’ (2009), ‘Tortilla Soup’, ‘Babette’s Feast’ (1987), and ‘Tampopo’
(1985), to ones in which it plays a supporting role, like ‘The Scent of Green Papaya’ (1993), ‘Eat
Drink Man Woman’ (1994), and ‘Goodfellas’ (1990), dozens of classic, cult, and perhaps
underappreciated or forgotten films can be experienced again in this gastronomic celebration of
cinema.
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I D E A B O O K S Performing Arts

Steve Paxton: Drafting Interior Techniques 

Culturgest Lisbon 2019
ISBN 9789727691203
$ 32.15* -- Idea Code 19411 

author: Various                            

Dancer, improviser, and choreographer Steve Paxton has been researching the “fiction” of cultured
dance and the “truth” of improvisation for six decades. This catalogue accompanies the first
retrospective look at his work and legacy. Interestingly, in the case of Paxton, almost none of the
usual remains of dance – scores, photographs, videos, interviews – were made or even kept by the
artist himself. Thus the works recounted in the exhibition in Lisbon as well as in this publication were
all made and conserved by others. The focus therefore is not the visible, exterior forms that were
produced by him, but the felt and sensed, the mindfulness of his unique way of inhabiting
movement.
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I D E A B O O K S Performing Arts

Japanese Traditional Performing Arts - A Bilingual Guide 

Tankosha Kyoto 2019
ISBN 9784473035721
$ 33.40* -- Idea Code 19462 

author: N. Masayuki, J. Hunter             

With its clear presentation and comprehensive overview, this guide to Japanese traditional
performing arts is essential for anyone interested in discovering more about the subject. Beginning
with Noh and Kyogen, it goes on to give detailed explanations of many other traditional forms of
performing arts, such as Kabuki, Shomyo (Buddhist chant), Buyo (traditional dance), Gagaku
(classical music for the imperial court), Kagura (Shinto theatrical dance), and Bunraku (puppet
theatre). The guide also features an entire section on Japanese instruments, with photographs for
visual reference.
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I D E A B O O K S Photography

Unseen Issue 7 

Unseen Amsterdam 2019
ISBN 9789082264258
$ 12.10* -- Idea Code 19429 

The seventh instalment of ‘Unseen’ magazine offers a diverse range of contemporary projects,
collaborations, and commissions. Among its offerings are Magnum photographer Jacob Aue Sobol,
who introduces us to life in his artist community; Amsterdam-based writer and curator Karin
Bareman considers work from a range of artists dealing with decoloniality; Indian photographer
Bharat Sikka constructs an intimate portrait of his father; contemporary digital artist Tabita Rezaire
opens a portal to her complex, futuristic universe; and much more.
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I D E A B O O K S Photography

Mirjam Wirz - Sonidos 

Rollo Press Zurich 2019
ISBN 9783906213293
$ 31.15* -- Idea Code 19502 

author: Mirjam Wirz                        

Mirjam Wirz’s ‘Sonidos’ is part of an extensive research project and ongoing publication series
revolving around the culture of cumbia music and its specific forms of representation. While previous
books have dealt with the genre’s complex social structure and imagery, this one turns the spotlight
on the architecture of Mexican sound systems, documenting their versatile configurations through
photography. The social potentiality inherent in the equipment, which Wirz usually depicts in empty
rooms and on vacant streets or sidewalks – fully operational but not actively in use – underlies these
images of imposing speaker stacks, gaping bass bins, and snaking cables.
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I D E A B O O K S Photography

Bec Parsons - Lone Dove 

Perimeter Editions Melbourne 2019
ISBN 9780987637192
$ 45.70* -- Idea Code 19573 

Bec Parsons has built an international career around her sensitive negotiations of the ever-elusive
space between photographer and muse. Chiefly known for her work in fashion, the photographer’s
output radiates with a rare collaborative dynamic. Both her photographs and her subjects share
agency and voice; their underpinning is one of connection, subtlety, and spontaneity. 'Lone Dove',
takes this collaborative quality to new depths. Shifting her gaze to young model and champion
equestrienne Lauren Devaney, Parsons joined Devaney and her family on their biannual pilgrimage
from their home in Arizona to the Music Meadows ranch in Westcliffe, Colorado.
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I D E A B O O K S Photography

Koen Van De Wouw - Dutch Palm Lovers 

Koen Van De Wouw Amsterdam 2019
ISBN 
$ 18.70* -- Idea Code 19570 

Palms are not native to the Netherlands, yet many have found themselves on Dutch soil. There are
over 3,000 species of palm trees, but only a few of these can survive the freezing winter
temperatures of northern Europe. The solution is to wrap them up and prevent them from getting
frostbite. Like giant pieces of art, these wonky, wild sculptures are littered across the country’s
wintertime landscape. This book documents Dutch photographer Koen van de Wouw’s fascination
with these exotic plants, and the touching and tender steps Dutch people will take to save their
piece of sunshine, no matter how cold it gets. Far from home, the palm perseveres – but with human
help, it can thrive.
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I D E A B O O K S Photography

Luce Lebart - Inventions 1915-1938 

Rvb Books Paris 2019
ISBN 9791090306882
$ 52.25* -- Idea Code 19445 

Between 1915 and 1938, thousands of films and photographs were produced in France as part of a
national policy encouraging new scientific and industrial research. These largely unknown images
stand as visual witnesses to the analogue archives that trace the nation’s history of innovation,
anchored at first in war and national defence, and later shifting towards civilian and domestic life.
The pictures also present a narrative that is still unfolding today – that of the institutionalisation of
research. From the outset, a systematic archiving policy was implemented that resulted in the
collection of administrative yet aesthetically remarkable images reproduced in this book.
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I D E A B O O K S Photography

Clement Lambelet - The Happiness Is The Only True Emotion 

Rvb Books Paris 2019
ISBN 9791090306899
$ 58.90* -- Idea Code 19521 

The Pain Expressions Set, established by the University of Stirling, is an emotion database
containing 599 portraits of thirteen women and ten men, probably actors. Each person expresses six
basic human emotions (anger, disgust, fear, happiness, sadness, surprise), plus ten expressions of
pain. Systems or devices that can automatically recognise and interpret human emotions are the
subject of this work, for which visual artist Clément Lambelet chose one emotion per person and
cropped the pictures to retain only the face. Each image was then submitted to the Microsoft
Emotion API to test its accuracy. Happiness was the only emotion it could recognise with certainty.
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I D E A B O O K S Photography

Chris Rhodes - Hotel Mermaid Club 

Rvb Books Paris 2019
ISBN 9791090306905
$ 50.90* -- Idea Code 19522 

The first photobook by Chris Rhodes is an ode to daily life, wherein he transforms reality to recreate
a calming and poetic universe that flirts with melancholia. His use of colours and framing offer
nostalgia through iconic references that define the faded glamour of a trivial aesthetic. The series
focuses on people and the “self-made landscapes” they create. Although portraiture in a traditional
sense is non-existent here, figurative representation is systematically suggested through objects
and colours. Making obvious and extreme what otherwise goes unnoticed, it unfolds as a “cabinet of
curiosity” gleaned from across eight countries, from Europe to South America.
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I D E A B O O K S Photography

Marina Gadonneix - Phenomenes 

Rvb Books Paris 2019
ISBN 9791090306868
$ 50.90* -- Idea Code 19523 

Marina Gadonneix’s practice lies on the crossroads between reality and  ction, with her aesthetic
merging landscape photography and scienti c, documentary photography. The result gives an
impression of a scienti c discovery. 'Phe?nome?nes' originates from Kristan Birkeland’s
experiments of the early 20th century, where he reproduced the aurora (polar lights) in laboratory
conditions. This experiment inspired Gadonneix to question the arti cial reproduction of phenomena
that are simultaneously scienti c and enigmatic in nature.
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I D E A B O O K S Photography

Valerie Phillips - Alice In Londonland 

Longer Moon Farther London 2019
ISBN 9780954340377
$ 34.50* -- Idea Code 19491 

Welcome to 'Alice in Londonland', Valerie Phillips' tenth book which marks a return to the single
subject, but now presenting landscape as well as portraiture and published in a new format. Alice in
Londonland is a step change for Phillips, an evolution of her art. Alice and Valerie take you on a
journey through London, pie and mash shops, Victorian dinosaurs, Lycamobile branded shopfronts
and dragons galore. This is what London looks like, really looks like. It is a break from the glossy
tourist images of the Royal Parks, West London terraces, Beefeaters at the tower and the Royal
Family.
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I D E A B O O K S Photography

Tutta La Famiglia - Portrait Of A Sicilian Cafe In America 

Lecturis Eindhoven 2019
ISBN 9789462263352
$ 43.60* -- Idea Code 19483 

Paul Cary Goldberg started photographing in Caffé Sicilia in the spring of 2007. He had been
working at this corner establishment located in the port city of Gloucester, Massachusetts, for eight
years, and knew many of the regulars: mostly men of Sicilian descent. He had first brought his new
digital photo camera to the café to become familiar with it. After using film for 30 years, it seemed to
him that the café, with its people, activities, and intimate space, offered an ideal place to learn. He
soon discovered how complex and rich this small, modest café is, and how deeply culture is woven
into the personality and life of the people. A deep mutual respect and affection arose.
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I D E A B O O K S Photography

Andre Kertesz - The Art Of Poise 

Jeu De Paume Paris 2019
ISBN 9782915704877
$ 12.70* -- Idea Code 19506 

author: M. Rivallin, P. Viewing            

One of the twentieth century's great photographers, André Kertész (Budapest, 1894–New York,
1985) left a prolific body of work spanning more than seventy years, from his earliest Hungarian
photographs to the blossoming of his talent in France, and from his New York years to international
recognition. The album published in conjunction with the exhibition organised by the Jeu de Paume
and the Château de Tours surveys his extraordinary career through around forty images, whose
compositions are marked by Europe's avant-garde art movements, forming a visual narrative of
interwar Europe and almost fifty years spent in the United States.
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I D E A B O O K S Popular Culture

Ear Mind Eye Pad 

Rollo Press Zurich 2019
ISBN 9783906213279
$ 27.40* -- Idea Code 19505 

author: Hinrich Sachs, Fredrik Ehlin, Eds  

This publication belongs to a set of materials produced in reference to the transformative
developments occurring in the realm of writing and speaking today, as triggered by digital
communication. These shifts are part of a cultural process, shaped by structural multilingualism,
which is impacting many parts of the world. Edited by Hinrich Sachs and Fredrik Ehlin, it is a
compilation of text messages by student contributors from various arts universities, who have
diverse backgrounds in speaking German, Spanish, Basque, Swedish, Swiss-German, Japanese,
Korean, and Chinese. Each cryptic, emoticon-laden text message is accompanied by its
“translation”.
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